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Abstract
The effectiveness and competencies of a frontline manager 
are of utmost importance. Study maps the phenomenon of 
relationship transparency-trust cycle in business marketing. 
Additionally, it develops a framework for organizations and 
managers to implement. Applying an extensive interdisci-
plinary literature review and the Delphi technique, this study 
identifies cyclic relationship transparency and interpersonal 
trust phenomena. Answers to research questions were col-
lected from 12 conveniently chosen experts in business mar-
keting. Extant literature in the area of relationship transpar-
ency mostly reflects unidirectional observations. This study 
discusses an integrated framework of relationship transpar-
ency, interpersonal trust, and business outcome, which could 
conclusively explain the antecedents, consequences, and 
far-reaching effects of relationship transparency. Uniquely, 
research also explores relationship transparency as a front-
line manager ’s competency. This framework offers useful 
guidelines for practitioners for professional development in 
managing relationships for intended and sustainable busi-
ness outcomes. Further, this reflects several research propo-
sitions for future empirical work on relationship transparency 
and competency.
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1. Introduction
The personal effects of a key account manager in 

the B2B space are of utmost importance, especial-
ly when it comes to business generation in a highly 
competitive environment. Effectiveness is delivered 
through certain sets of competencies required for the 
role and the industry. Building desirable competencies 
in a salesperson is a crucial part of human resource 
processes toward organizational goals [1]. As suggest-
ed by Lucia and Lepsinger, the competencies are spe-
cific skills, knowledge, personal characteristics, and 
behaviours, which are needed to effectively perform a 
role in the organization toward its strategic objectives. 
It is argued by Gunasekaran et al. that supply chain 
human competency development is an evergreen area, 
which has a great potential for researchers, which is 
due to the reasons that the supply chain depends on 
smart managers and their way of handling people, re-
lationships, and contemporary issues [2].

Every seller aims to gain the highest level of his 
buyer’s trust, and transparency is among key personal 
factors driving interpersonal trust. Transparency has 
been studied in the past by researchers from many 
disciplines. An investigation of the extant literature 
reveals that there are several different conceptions and 
definitions of transparency. However, neither is one 
commonly agreed inclusive definition of relationship 
transparency in business marketing nor has this been 
identified as a vital antecedent of trust in practice im-
pacting customer happiness and organizational per-
formance [3].

Literature suggests that there are many definitions 
of transparency across disciplines. Practitioners and 
academic researchers are seen acknowledging that 
transparency substantially influences the relationship 
between interacting parties. Academic efforts to con-
ceptualize relationship transparency and identify the 
constructs’ determinants in the industrial marketing 
context are minimal [4]. Some studies have noted 
transparency as an organizational trait and explored 
its impact on many different aspects. Su et al. (2011) 
suggest, if the intellectual capital information to key 
partners can be made transparent, businesses may 
benefit. They explain that this strategy demonstrates 
sincerity, honesty, and professionalism that enable 
transparency. Transparency may provide a competi-
tive advantage by improving shareholder certainty [5].
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Very little literature in the past talked about re-
lationship transparency, especially in business mar-
keting, and hardly tried to demonstrate a conclusive 
framework showing linkages among relationship 
transparency, interpersonal trust, and outcomes relat-
ed to customer and business. This paper attempts to 
frame the antecedents and consequences of relation-
ship transparency to bridge this gap. It discusses its 
role in the buyer-seller relationship and key business 
outcomes in business marketing [6]. The authors also 
introduce typical relationship transparency and inter-
personal trust phenomenon, which may prove to be 
instrumental in managing sustainable business rela-
tionships.

The literature surveyed reflects a considerable 
amount of research on transparency. However, there is 
hardly any comprehensive study conducted regarding 
the relationship transparency in business marketing 
demonstrating its long-term effect on the outcome. 
This study aims to fill the gap by reflecting the effect 
of relationship transparency on trust and the effect 
of trust on relationship transparency and marketing 
performance indicators, which makes it unique in its 
approach and shall give rise to many testable proposi-
tions [7].

The effect of trust gained through relationship 
transparency, which can be executed as a competent 
behavior, has also not been studied specifically. Desh-
pande (2009) presented competencies simpler using 
“building blocks,” where the term block represents a 
group of related competencies. Deshpande further ex-
plained that the competencies are primarily generic at 
the model’s base and apply to many roles and indus-
tries. However, as the user moves up the model, the 
competencies become role and industry-specific [8]. 
It was explained by Spencer et al. that “Competencies 
can be motives, traits, self-concepts, attitudes or val-
ues, content knowledge, or cognitive or behavioural 
skills - any individual characteristic that can be mea-
sured or counted reliably and that can be shown to 
differ significantly between superior and average per-
formers.” The holistic definition and explanation are 
that the skills, knowledge, and abilities that underlie 
effective job performance and are observable, measur-
able, and can distinguish a superior from an average 
performance can be considered as individual-based 
competency [9].

The competencies, as stated by Wickramasinghe 
and de Zoyza, which can be defined in terms of a set 

of behaviours, can be developed by individuals. There-
fore, relationship transparency looks eligible to be-
come frontline manager’s role-specific competency as 
it improves his/her effectiveness to perform that role, 
can be learned and developed over time [10]. 

2. Research Method and Data
The concept of relationship transparency has not 

been studied in all possible areas. Therefore, it still re-
quires theoretical development concerning the context 
every time it is being studied. Building on the extant 
literature, authors attempt to advance the conceptual-
ization of transparency and re-conceptualize the term 
“relationship transparency” in the context of business 
marketing [11]. This paper also integrates key drivers 
and the effect of relationship transparency, keeping a 
view of business marketing. Researchers chose to fol-
low a literature review method and expert opinions 
as to the Delphi method for their study. As noted by 
Skulmoski et al., the Delphi method has its origins in 
the American business community. It has since been 
widely applied throughout the world in many Industry 
sectors, including health care, defense, business, edu-
cation, information technology, transportation, and 
engineering [12]. Their study suggests that the Del-
phi method can be helpful when there is incomplete 
knowledge about phenomena and also that the meth-
od can be applied to problems where it could benefit 
from the subjective judgments of individuals on a col-
lective basis when analytical techniques are not likely 
to work clearly, and better to focus their collective hu-
man intelligence on the problem at hand [13].

Most studies involving transparency and trust are 
about the transparency of various systems due to the 
issues that surfaced from time to time regarding busi-
ness ethics, practices, and values. Researchers chose 
a specific area of relationship transparency, and the 
entire focus of the study is on B2B buyer-seller per-
formance and the outcome involving the idea of rela-
tionship transparency. This study poses propositions 
based on literature surveys and expert opinions col-
lected on the specific phenomenon. These proposi-
tions can be tested empirically in future research [14].

The context for this qualitative study is the working 
relationship between business buyers and sellers. Such 
relationships involve many aspects of interpersonal trust 
that develop over time. As discussed previously, the fo-
cus of this study is to identify the entire phenomenon 
of transparency, trust, customer happiness, and busi-
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ness outcomes in a B2B interpersonal relationship [15]. 
Hence, the researchers chose to follow the Delphi meth-
od for this exploratory study to resorts to experts’ opin-
ions. The idea was to probe their real-life experience.

Since expert opinion is sought and as suggested 
by Skulmoski et al. & Fink and Kosecoff, a purposive 
sample is necessary. Here, people are selected not to 
represent the general population, rather based on their 
expert ability to answer the research questions, which 
can help researchers reach their goal of such knowl-
edge investigations [16].

The idea of one-to-one interviews was support 
by Breen, which helps probe individual experiences 
and encourages self-reflection on issues at hand. At 
the same time, the same could be distorted if social 
pressure were placed. It was suggested by Skulmoski 
et al. that the potential sample size is positively relat-
ed to the number of experts. The sample participants 
may not represent a wider population, which impinges 
upon result generalization [17].

From a theoretical standpoint, the proposed frame-
work is expected to provide clarity in understanding 
the concept of relationship transparency and throw 
light on issues such as “why certain interactions be-
tween buyer and seller yield higher level of informa-
tion exchanges, how the subjective perception of being 
informed helps accelerate the trust-building process, 
and what is the impact of transparency on the buy-
er-seller relationship in the business marketing?” [18].

Breen advised that depending on the complexity of 
a problem, after 10 to 12 interviews, the investigation 
theoretically saturates. Researchers collected answers 
to their research questions from 12 conveniently cho-
sen senior practitioners in business marketing to sat-
isfy the purpose of this study. These experts had field 
experience ranging from 10 to 35 years, while some 
are practicing even now or till the recent times [19].

Expert opinions were collected electronically at the 
convenience of experts to obtain a balanced view of 
vast experience and contemporary knowledge of prac-
tices and challenges in the field. Experts were selected 
from the industrial product manufacturing sector in 
India. Experts were either the practitioners or the vet-
erans in business marketing.

The profile of respondents is shown in Table 1. 
These interviews were focused on gaining expert’s own 
opinions and a feeling through their in-depth experi-
ence. A brief set of pointers were kept handy during 
the interviews. The background and the purpose of 

the study were explained to these respondents before 
detailed interaction. Open-ended queries were asked, 
wherever required, to make the interviewer cover most 
of the aspects of this study. The process relied on prob-
ing rather than asking straight close-ended questions. 
Ideas were expanded during discussions. The setup for 
the interview was informal; however, professional and 
non-influencing [20].

The context was discussed with these experts as an 
overall topic of the research. The relevant notes were 
taken to develop the integrative conceptual framework 
based on their practices, observations, and opinions.

Detailed analysis of the opinions and perceptions 
recorded suggests a bi-directional phenomenon in the 
relationship between transparency and trust, where 
both the attributes drive each other. Furthermore, 
interactions suggested, once the relationship trans-
parency and trust result in customer happiness and 
positive business performance, interacting partners 
feel safe and comfortable becoming further transpar-
ent. Then they tend to trust each other more. It was 
suggested by Jones et al. that more emphasis should 
be placed on building and maintaining trust than the 
need to “build a relationship through social bonding.” 
Their study explains that this should be preferred, at 
least with the top key account [21].

Analysis of these inputs reflects the acyclic and 
far-reaching effect of relationship transparency. 
Hence, researchers propose a model showing the cy-
clic nature of transparency and trust in a B2B relation-
ship. This study provides an unexplored perspective 

Table 1
Profile of respondents

Re-
spon-
dent

Industry Role No. of Years 
of Experi-

ence
A Manufacturing Marketing 14
B Manufacturing Business Head 33
C Manufacturing Marketing 17
D Manufacturing Business Head 35
E Manufacturing Marketing 25
F Manufacturing Marketing 16
G Manufacturing Marketing 18
H Manufacturing Business Head 25
I Manufacturing Business Head 11
J Manufacturing Business Head 25
K Manufacturing Marketing 30
L Manufacturing Marketing 28
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in identifying a model of relationship transparency in 
B2B and depicting such a cyclic phenomenon within 
the transparency-trust framework.

3. Literature Review

3.1. Concept of Relationship Transparency
While researchers across many disciplines ad-

dressed transparency in different contexts, there has 
been some effort, though initial, to have an integrative 
approach. It was concluded by Lamming et al. that it 
is possible to develop a practical way of working out 
two-way transparency, managed and selective, to ex-
change sensitive information and tacit knowledge. 
Their study suggested that the firms may expect sig-
nificant benefits because of this. They explain that the 
transparency in any supply chain relationship is fun-
damentally linked with action and commitment rather 
than posture and pretense. In most contexts studied, 
transparency involves bilateral sharing of information, 
which should hold in individuals’ context [22].

Many firms acknowledge that the competition is 
no longer between the players; in effect, it is between 
two supply chains. Behind every successful player, 
there are many committed ones as well. Floret noted 
that transparency is an open and honest sharing of 
good and bad experiences. This study also suggests 
that transparency is dynamic, and it gets evolved. Re-
searchers believe this dynamic nature of transparency 
makes it a personal competency and an effective driv-
er of interpersonal trust. Transparency seems to have 
that strength, developing a continuous cycle of act-ef-
fect-outcome between buyer and seller.

Eggert and Helm suggested that the relationship trans-
parency in interaction is an individual’s perception of be-
ing informed about the other party’s relevant actions and 
properties. Their study explains that the judgment of rela-
tionship transparency by an individual calls for a subjec-
tive evaluation. Therefore, perception is a vital element in 
relationship transparency. Hence, our study proposes, the 
aspect of belief also plays a key role in relationship trans-
parency. Interacting partners will always have some pre-
conceived idea about the type and quality of information 
they are mutually expecting to receive [23].

The majority of the studies have referred to trans-
parency as a mainly open sharing of information. 
However, neither it is always possible due to human 
interaction and intervention, nor does it mean the 
complete satisfaction of the information need at the 

receiving end, which is why a buyer, or a seller, may 
claim a relationship to be less transparent if some part 
of the perceived value is missing, which is irrespec-
tive of the openness in information sharing. Hence 
the definition should be mentioning the type, and 
the quality of information exchanged concerning the 
partners’ information needs.

In a B2B buyer-seller relationship, both parties 
require various types of information about services, 
industry, competition, action plans, investments, etc. 
The perception of openness during interactions is as 
important as the act of openness itself. Since the defi-
nition of relationship transparency in business mar-
keting yet needs enhancement, authors tried to rede-
fine the relationship transparency and then identified 
an integrative framework [24].

3.2. Key Drivers of Relationship 
Transparency

While a great deal of study has been conducted re-
garding the role of transparency in a relationship, hard-
ly any study identified the holistic view of the drivers 
of relationship transparency, the effect of transparency 
on trust, and further, how the relationship transparen-
cy relates with the customer happiness and business 
outcomes. Therefore, this research also attempts to fill 
the gap by identifying the entire cycle of relationship 
transparency, trust, and operational outcomes. It was 
ideated by Wotruba that if the stages in the evolution 
of selling were used as moderating variables, the re-
searchers attempting to show relationships between 
personal characteristics and selling success might pro-
duce better results, which is because individuals with 
similar personality traits or demographics may not be 
equally successful in sales jobs at the different evolu-
tionary stage. His study suggests problem-solvers also 
need training on various internal company resourc-
es and how-to-bring coordination and cooperation 
among these resources. At the same time, persuaders 
and prospectors are more likely to learn how to rely on 
their skills and initiatives in generating business.

The key drivers observed from the extant literature 
and then refined through the focus group interviews with 
the business marketing practitioners are, as follows [25].

3.2.1. Knowledge of Interacting Partner’s Needs
Action backed by customer research is likely to 

result in an expected reaction and outcome in a buy-
er-seller relationship. This aspect influences both 
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the interacting partners to start relating fast, engage 
each other early, and speed up the perception process. 
Hence, the interacting partner’s needs are a potential 
driver of relationship transparency in business mar-
keting. Norapol noted that suppliers should consid-
er building and maintaining social bonds with buy-
ing companies because social bonding can facilitate 
strong, ongoing relationships. Social bonding occurs 
between the buyers and suppliers in the relationships 
personally and socially; therefore, suppliers should 
talk openly with their buying companies as friends, 
provide support or advice, and share emotional con-
cerns like they treat family members. Frontline man-
agers play a crucial role in mapping and exchanging 
knowledge about the interacting partner’s needs [26].

3.2.2. Collaborative Initiatives
Collaborative initiatives foster transparency between 

partners. For collaboration to be effective, partners in 
the process need to share their respective strengths and 
weaknesses to be mutually managed effectively. Even 
when partners are aware of each other’s weaknesses, they 
do not intend to misuse them since they are responsible 
for the collective outcome. As the collaborative relation-
ship progresses, the intent of being transparent and be-
ing responsible for outcomes together becomes stronger. 
Sharing more and more information mutually reduces 
information asymmetry and the potential for perceived 
opportunism. The results of the knowledge investigation 
conducted by Rajagopal showed that the buyer-supplier 
relationship quality and co-dependency significantly af-
fect supplier performance.

Organizations in long-term business bonding will 
generally be afraid of a negative outcome of potential 
opportunism. Such firms, in the first place, would ini-
tiate a serious dialogue with those potential vendors 
only who are willing to share information during the 
start of the collaboration process. They would con-
sider this as a potential vendor’s trustworthiness. The 
higher the partner’s willingness to share information, 
the higher is the initial trust; the higher the trust later, 
the higher is transparency further. Hence, collabora-
tive initiatives should be a potential driver of relation-
ship transparency in business marketing [27].

3.2.3. Reflection of Cultural Similarities by Inter-
acting Partners

Similarity triggers a feeling of familiarity. People 
feel comfortable with familiar people in the situation. 

People find it easy to connect among those who ex-
hibit similar attributes, choices, or habits. Later, the 
whole duration of the relationship may not depend on 
this initial reason. There could be other key variables 
of the relationship, which may be more dominant and 
could take over the cause-and-effect phenomenon.

Among the first processes in business, marketing 
is related to the exchange of relevant business ca-
pability information. If one interacting partner ob-
serves some reflection of similarities from the other 
side, one feels interested in exchanging greater in-
formation. If the similarities are completely missing, 
one may have to use some interpreter or mediator. 
The use of mediators reduces the chances of a strong 
direct relationship. Such interactions may also see 
a loss or absence of emotions and feelings for each 
other. In such situations where interacting partners 
come from a very different set of cultures, an alter-
native strategy for them could be to accept the cul-
ture of interacting partner and get into the mode of 
relationship learning as soon as possible, which shall 
influence the other partner to perceive positively and 
help continue the process of relationship building. 
Hence, both parties can induct transparency early 
into the relationship. Therefore, a reflection of cul-
tural similarities by interacting partners should be 
considered a strong driver of relationship transpar-
ency in business marketing [28].

3.2.4. Type and Quality of Information Exchange
It was noted by Moberg et al. that the research on 

information exchange is scarce, which is even when 
the information exchange among trading partners 
is consistently mentioned as a key requirement of a 
successful supply chain. It was identified by Hofstede 
three prime elements of quality of information; these 
are quality of data, quality of format and quality of 
meaning. The results of a study conducted by Squire 
et al. indicate that the extent of cooperation positively 
influences knowledge transfer; however, this coopera-
tion is moderated by the level of trust and the perfor-
mance of the supplier firm.

Authors believe systematic sharing of information 
reduces the surprise element. When practiced well, it 
improves one’s predictability and reliability. Quality of 
information is the fundamental attribute of informa-
tion exchange universally as it reflects the relevance, 
which is core to satisfy the purpose of exchange. 
Therefore, type and quality of information exchange 
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should be considered a key driver of relationship 
transparency in business marketing.

3.3. Effect of Relationship Transparency 
and its bidirectional effects

Relationship transparency is the beginning, not 
the destination. It is the beginning of the Relationship 
Transparency-Trust Cycle (RTTC), a phenomenon 
which we have identified in our research through fo-
cus group interviews based on the limited literature 
available. We are proposing the framework of this 
phenomenon in our study further. Transparency con-
tributes to the success of a relationship in many ways. 
In the context of business marketing, Eggert and Helm 
mentioned in their study that relationship transparen-
cy delivers value to the customer, increases customer 
satisfaction, and ultimately leads to many favorable 
behavioral intentions. A very important goal in a B2B 
relationship is to get frequent referrals in the industry 
for business or further networking. Word-of-mouth 
helps drive this goal. Apart from making repeat pur-
chases, a happy customer is always willing to give re-
ferrals and connect his supplier to other opportunities 
in the industry [29].

Participants of the expert interviews suggest that a 
happy customer in his organization reduces the com-
petition for his favorite seller. In the bargain, the sell-
er’s knowledge of the buyer and attitude towards him 
helps reduce the purchase efforts and cost for the buy-
er. Buyers engage in repeat purchases happily. Hap-
py buyer and seller drive their respective teams and 
provide their organization’s various opportunities to 
engage at all levels. These are opportunities for co-cre-
ation and co-development initiatives may surface 
since the teams on both sides are happy and transpar-
ent. Happy teams become more transparent and share 
key goals of their organizations to see the possibility 
of working together to outperform the supply chain 
of the competition. Bharti and Agrawal suggested that 
high customer involvement activity, preferably at each 
stage of product and service development, can qualify 
to be identified as co-creation.

 It was noted by Lamming et al. that the devel-
opment from a simple provision of data to two-way 
sharing of sensitive information in the pursuit of value 
creation heightens the richness of the knowledge envi-
ronment in the supply network. Health and medicine 
are such important fields in which the impact of sub-
jective perception of being informed, i.e., transparen-

cy between a physician, a surgeon, a trainer, a nutri-
tionist, or their health-related institution, and one’s or 
its patient or follower has been researched extensively. 
Notwithstanding this aspect, many health-related ven-
tures these days are coming under the scanner of in-
appropriate or unethical practices. Penetration of such 
news creates distrust in the whole system, at least in 
the audience of that sector.

Experts suggest that the practice of transparency is 
critical in relationships, such as physician-patient, sur-
geon-patient, trainer-trainee, coach-coachee, etc., for 
the whole system to function respectfully. Otherwise, 
the entire industry gets affected. In such industries, 
institutions or individuals perceived as transparent 
are always treated with great respect. They also get the 
benefit of word-of-mouth, and hence, gain enormous 
competitive advantage. It is observable that, for them, 
relationship transparency is a crucial aspect of busi-
ness behavior.

One can expect relationship transparency to direct-
ly and positively affect customer satisfaction, feelings, 
and happiness and indirectly affect future interactions 
and word-of-mouth. The authors elaborate on these 
impacts in the following sections.

3.3.1. Direct Effect of Relationship Transparency 
on Trust

Hall and Stamp (2003) explain, “When you are 
honest about a weakness, you increase your credibil-
ity.” Customers trust more when you express that you 
are the best honestly and openly. The mere fact that 
you admit to less than spectacular results in any situa-
tion or condition at all will dramatically increase cus-
tomers’ trust. Rogers noted that with all the advantag-
es, it makes sense to develop trust pathways beneficial 
to organizations. The time and effort of constructing a 
trusted pathway are far outweighed by improved qual-
ity relationships, reduced misunderstanding, efficient 
monitoring strategy, and effective feedback by map-
ping out the trust pathways.

Authors agree with this as it keeps the trust between 
buyer and seller and disarms the seller’s competitors. 
Customers expect sellers to behave dependably. Here, 
consistency avoids surprises. Customers do not want 
to discover that one is different in certain situations 
than customers expected to be, based on their behav-
ioral pattern. If found so, it brings the responsibility 
on customers to carry out many tasks to be assured 
that they would be getting what they expect, which is 
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the unwanted situation in a buyer-seller relationship 
in business marketing. That is what competitors want. 
That is when competitors get an opportunity to score 
better and replace the existing seller with a buyer. It 
is logical to deduce that relationship transparency im-
pacts customer trust directly.

It was noted by Murphy et al. that relationship mar-
keting rests on the premise that customers and sellers 
are long-term partners in an exchange process based 
on trust and rooted in the marketing concept. They 
also mention that it would be useful to redefine trust 
as something to be created between buyer and seller. 
Anderson and Narus (1990) explain trust as “the firm’s 
belief that another company will perform actions that 
will result in positive outcomes for the firm and not 
take unexpected actions that will result in negative 
outcomes for the firm.” Mechanisms were identified 
by Schilke and Cook that drive the progression of trust 
across levels as the inter-organizational relationship 
unfolds. Starting as the key individual trait at the be-
ginning of a new collaboration, they explain how trust 
gradually becomes part of the fabric of organizational 
action. Trust is correlated with the increased informa-
tion sharing in the buyer-seller relationship. Based on 
this, the authors also conclude that transparency in-
creases trust Figure 2. Authors believe trust increases 
with a positive and favorable behavior between the two 
interacting parties, which comes from perceived trans-
parency. In the literature available, relationship Trans-
parency has been identified as a driver of trust [30].

3.3.2. Direct Effect of Relationship Transparency 
on Customer Happiness

Eggert and Helm argued that relationship trans-
parency plays a crucial role in initiating and strength-
ening the buyer-seller relationship. The authors agree 
with the previous authors and expect the same in this 
study. Furthermore, the authors suggest that relation-
ship transparency, when it covers the openness of the 
exchanges, will play a vital role in customer happiness. 
A buyer perceiving a relationship as transparent is ex-
pected to experience happiness when expected infor-
mation is exchanged, and expected transactions are 
made. 

A buyer would feel happier when he is fully in-
formed of all the required aspects of exchanges Fig-
ure 1 and of the fact that the interacting partner is not 
behaving unfavorably, which would affect the perfor-
mance of both the interacting partners positively and 

hence the level of trust will increase between them 
along with the feeling of happiness within. Hence, we 
propose:

Proposition P1: Relationship transparency in busi-
ness marketing increases customer happiness

Relationship Transparency

Trust Customer Happiness

Figure 1: Direct effect of relationship transparency

3.3.3. Moderating Effect of Relationship Trans-
parency

In a study, Balliet and Van Lang found that the re-
lationship between trust and cooperation was stronger 
during individuals than inter-group interactions. Fur-
ther to the direct impact of relationship transparency 
on trust and customer happiness, authors believe that 
relationship transparency has, although indirect, a 
positive effect on various business outcomes Figure 2. 
This aspect is again critical for referral goals in the 
B2B relationship. Since the purchase cycle in B2B is of-
ten too long, one high-performing salesperson needs 
a lead from their satisfied and happy customers, filling 
their performance gap, continuously shortening the 
cycle of business conversion, and making them look 
consistent. Therefore, we propose:

Proposition P2: Greater the trust and happiness 
levels of interacting partners, better are mutual busi-
ness outcomes.

Reduced Competition for Seller
Reduced Purchase Cost for Buyers
Cooperation Opportunities
Happier Repeat Purchases
Customer Referrals

Trust Customer Happiness

Figure 2: Moderating effect of relationship transparency

3.3.4. Concurrent Effect of Business Outcome on 
Relationship Transparency

It was found by Akkermans et al. that a high level 
of trust between a buyer and a seller’s organizations 
increases the willingness to share information and 
knowledge more openly and thus leads to higher levels 
of relationship transparency, which happens through 
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a long process and performance trail. Buyer and seller 
get into repeat exchanges based on trust. Mechanized 
processes decrease selling costs and buying costs for 
the seller and the buyer, respectively, discouraging 
competition. Repeat and frequent exchanges and the 
absence of severe competition generate a feeling of 
oneness between a buyer and seller. This feeling of one-
ness brings further cooperation and more transparen-
cy in their mutual business practice. It was suggested 
by Schippmann & Campion et al. that the competency 
models are also associated with business vision, goals, 
and strategy. Also, Roth well sets the groundwork for 
future practices in workforce performance improve-
ment by proposing models for Human Performance 
Improvement, in which he distinguished new roles, 
competencies, and outputs.

It was suggested by Akkermans et al., an increase in 
trust leads to an increase in transparency, and so the 
decision-making quality, which leads to better sup-
ply chain performance, which further leads to habit, 
which in turn increases trust further. The result of this 
is a virtuous cycle. On occasion, for attaining a higher 
level of transparency with the same amount of effort 
through other determinants, a higher amount of trust 
is essentially required.

Practicing and delivering the perceived transpar-
ency by one partner can immediately trigger a positive 
belief and confidence in the interacting partner, which 
should accelerate the process of fulfilling exchanges 
and building trust. Unbroken trust must lead to repeat 
exchanges and collective initiatives. More collective 
initiatives or co-development initiatives should gener-
ate a feeling of oneness Figure 3.

Feeling of Oneness

Reduced Competition for Seller
Reduced Purchase Cost for Buyers
Cooperation Opportunities
Happier Repeat Purchases
Customer Referrals

Relationship Transparency

Figure 3: Effect of business outcome on the feeling of oneness 
and Further on relationship transparency

The feeling of oneness should further encourage 
the practice of transparency Figure 3, which will en-
sure higher levels of transparency if the cycle remains 
unbroken. Hence, we propose;

Proposition P3: Greater the business outcome, 
stronger is the feeling of oneness.

Proposition P4: Feeling of oneness enhances the 
level of relationship transparency.

4. Results and Discussion
This study redefines the relationship transparency 

in B2B and reflects an integrative model to explain the 
phenomenon of relationship transparency-trust-cycle. 
The proposed definition of relationship transparency 
unambiguously incorporates the material aspect and 
the perception of information exchange.

4.1. Re-conceptualizing and Redefining 
Relationship Transparency in B2B

Table 2 here shows the definitions suggested by the 
experts. These inputs are very close to the definitions 
of relationship transparency found in the literature re-
viewed.
Table 2
Illustrative quotes how practitioners describe relationship trans-
parency
Respon-

dent
Expert Opinion Key Aspect of 

Definition
A

D

“It is a relationship in which con-
trolled information is exchanged 
for mutual benefit.”

“Exchange of specific information 
to arrive at a win-win situation for 
both buyer and seller.”

Information 
Exchange

K

I

“Better Understanding between 
both parties for long-term asso-
ciation.”

“Buyer to define his requirement/
need appropriately and Seller to 
understand buyer’s requirement 
specifically is the best way to 
achieve transparency in a busi-
ness relationship.”

Understanding 
of Needs and 
Value Addition

There are three key aspects for the smooth func-
tioning of the act and the effect of relationship trans-
parency. First, at any particular time, the perception 
needs to be the same as a reality for transparency to 
hold for long and for partners to act effortlessly. If the 
reality of information shared is different from one’s 
perception, one will not consider the interacting part-
ner transparent. However, suppose the information is 
tampered, in the short term to suit the perception of 
the interacting partner to help the partner consider the 
sharing party is transparent. In that case, it can pose a 
risk of change of this status when the observer learns 
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about the reality of the information in due course of 
time and changes his perception, which will be closer 
to the reality, which is more likely to deteriorate the re-
lationship in the long term as the observer also expects 
the information-sharing partner to educate him in the 
best possible manner at an appropriate time [31].

The second main aspect of relationship transparen-
cy is about the expectations set. If the observer learns 
the information from any other sources and finds that 
the reality is different from his perception and accepts 
it, the observer would change the perception from that 
moment. However, the same observer is likely to as-
sign another source a higher value than the original 
interacting partner in focus, which might begin a de-
cline in the relationship. Hence, it is in the interest of 
interacting partners to provide each other necessary 
help in forming desired perceptions.

Then the third important aspect is the actual act of 
sharing whatever is expected and perceived, which is 
the most visible part of the act, which indicates the ob-
server must not experience a restriction of information 
by any measure. The observer considers sharing part-
ners as transparent when he receives the un-tampered 
and unrestricted amount of information. If the observ-
er experiences that the sharing party is restricting some 
part of the information, knowingly or unknowingly, 
the observer starts considering the interacting partner 
as non-transparent. For the receiver, the quantum and 
the process of sharing information are as important as 
the quality and relevance of the information.

Hence, there are three main aspects in our defini-
tion of relationship transparency in business market-
ing. Firstly, transparency is an observer’s subjective 
perception. This observer could be a buyer or a seller 
in the context of relationship transparency. The sec-
ond aspect deals with the expectations setting between 
interacting partners in terms of timing, quality, and 
the type of information shared. The third aspect is the 
experience of unrestricted sharing.

Authors propose to define that “relationship trans-
parency in business marketing is the satisfaction of 
expected information as well as meeting the percep-
tion of unrestricted exchanges between interacting 
partners.” Interacting partners, individuals or firms, 
in a buyer–seller relationship will always have some 
perception about the information, goods, or services 
they are likely to receive from the other party. This 
perception could also be about the nature of the in-
formation they receive or whether it is tampered or 

un-tampered. When they feel the information being 
shared is un-tampered, they consider the other party 
as transparent. When the observers doubt the infor-
mation being shared with them is tampered with, they 
do not consider the interacting partner is transparent.

4.2. Relationship Transparency as Personal 
or Individual-Based Competency

Relationship Transparency-Trust Cycle Figure 4 
suggests that the way transparency drives trust, trust 
also positively affects transparency in a relationship 
through its various effects, especially here in a busi-
ness relationship. Mondal (2013) mentioned the es-
tablishment of trust makes employers and employees 
transparent. Further, he suggests, behavioral compe-
tencies are harder to develop, although these are key 
indicators of an individual’s approach toward his/ her 
work. He went on to state that competency embraces 
ethical practices and behavior in the workplace. How-
ever, researchers believe relationship transparency 
can be observed as a personal competency, which can 
serve as a differentiator for frontline managers.

Better Mutual Business Performance

Relationship

Trust
Customer 
Happiness

Feeling of Oneness

Knowledge of interacting partner’s needs
Collaborative initiatives
Reflection of cultural similarities by
interacting partners
Type and quality of information exchange

Figure 4: A Framework of relationship transparency-trust-cycle 
(RTTC)

In this regard, Table 3 links the literature review 
with the experts’ view on the element of personal or 
individual-based competencies, which prepares the 
ground for further qualitative and empirical research 
on relationship transparency as an individual-based 
competency.
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4.3. Integrated Framework of Relationship 
Transparency-Trust-Cycle (RTTC)

Further to the efforts, in this study, we propose an 
integrative model of relationship transparency in effect 
in defining the relationship transparency in business 
marketing. This proposed model reflects the key driv-
ers of relationship transparency in the context of a buy-
er-seller relationship in business marketing, its effect on 
trust, customer happiness, and the business outcome. 
Opinions obtained from experts suggest that there 
are six key drivers of relationship transparency. These 
drivers are mentioned in the following Table 4 and the 
examples of responses in the form of short text as illus-
trative responses from the overall responses collected.

Responses from experts corresponding to proposi-
tions and the proposed model have been summarized 
in Table 5.

It observes a Relationship Transparency-Trust-Cy-
cle (RTTC), which may be considered working like 
a fly-wheel. This cycle attains higher transparency, 
trust, and happiness when it keeps running under a 
relationship momentum. Once disrupted, it may nega-
tively affect customer trust, happiness, and other busi-
ness outcomes and can further affect the functioning 
of relationship transparency.

Eventually, transparency continues to go up in a 
continuously collaborative relationship, which sug-
gests a cyclic effect of relationship transparency and 
trust. Both influence each other and gather momen-

tum over a period, which continues till some external 
force or element, breaks the momentum. This external 
element could be opportunistic or unethical behavior, 
entry of a strong competitor, disruption of technology, 
and any similar controllable and uncontrollable acts 
or events.

5. Managerial Implications and Conclusion
The inclusive model of relationship transparency in 

business marketing generates several testable research 
propositions from this study. However, the next es-
sential issue is the operationalization of the proposed 
model. Also, it will be interesting to empirically test 
the qualification of relationship transparency as a key 
competency of a frontline manager.

It was noted by Sapienza et al. in their study that 
.one’s beliefs and preferences drive the behavior of a 
sender in a trust game. The conceptualization in this 
research also pivots on two fundamental notions. First, 
the perception of openness of exchanges is also related 
to the “belief ” concept. The second is the actual per-
formance of information sharing related to the “trust” 
concept. Belief helps start a relationship transparen-
cy-trust cycle sooner, and the trust keeps it going and 
helps sustain it longer. The higher the trust, the higher 
is the transparency and frequencies are these exchang-
es. The higher the exchange, the better are the perfor-
mances of interacting partners. The higher the perfor-
mance, the better are the feelings. Better the feeling, 

Table 3
Elements of personal or individual-based competencies

Elements of Competency Previous Authors and Year of 
Reference

Elements also mentioned 
by the Respondent Experts 
During Entire Responses

Frequency of Mention of the 
Corresponding Element by 

Respondent Experts
Knowledge, skills, and abil-
ities, which are observable, 
measurable, and can be dis-
tinguished

Skills, knowledge, personal 
characteristics, and behav-
iors that are needed to meet 
strategic objectives

Soderquist et al. (2010)

Lucia and Lepsinger (1999)

Information exchange and/ or 
knowledge sharing, Respon-
siveness

Providing help and support

7

Behaviors, which can be de-
veloped

Wickramasinghe and de Zoy-
za (2009)

Friendly behavior; Communi-
cation

2

Ethical practices, harder to see 
and key indicators of perfor-
mance

Mondal (2013) Trustworthy behavior, honest 
behaviour

4

Role-specific and indus-
try-specific

Deshpande (2009) Mutual performance en-
hancement; Value addition

2

Any individual characteristic 
that can be measured

Spencer et al. (1994) Value system 3
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higher are the happiness levels. Higher the happiness, 
higher goes transparency. And the cycle can continue 
to perform better and better.

For practicing managers, the framework of relation-
ship transparency offers key guideposts to manage bet-
ter buyer-seller relationships in the B2B context, facili-
tating building the orientation of salespersons towards 
building trust and delivering customer happiness. The 
proposed model offers potential operationalization 
through coaching and training desired attitude and in-
terpersonal behavior. At the same time, this study sets a 
few propositions, which are opportunities for research-
ers and practitioners to conduct future research.

6. Conclusion
Blockchain technology is one of the most popular, 

and its features are thought to disrupt various business 
processes, industries, and intermediary services. De-
spite the high expectations, there is currently a lack of 

knowledge about where and how, i.e., which (combi-
nations of) features are relevant for specific industries, 
business processes, and how they should be designed. 
These types of questions must be addressed to deploy 
technology to business cases effectively. To develop a 
more detailed blockchain use case, we examined the 
current state and trends in retail banking and lending, 
both with and without blockchain. We can automate 
and drastically reduce lending fixed costs in this way, 
allowing more retail clients to participate in the mar-
ket. As a result, clients in need can receive short-term 
low-volume loans, while other clients can benefit from 
higher returns. Finally, we identified the United States 
as a potential entry market. We developed a proposed 
solution to address it and antecedents for a business 
plan, which is currently being tested with business ex-
perts and can thus serve as a starting point for what 
could potentially be a profitable business filling a con-
sumer need.

Table 4
Drivers of relationship transparency as per expert opinion
Respondent Illustrative Responses Frequency 

of Response
Drivers of Relationship 

Transparency
G “A relationship … by sharing the complete visibility is provided 

to the supplier into the vision, mission and business plans”.
3 Type and Quality of Information 

Exchange
B “Urge to remain friends beyond business.” 2 Collaborative Initiatives
F “Self and company-based value systems” 2 Reflection of Cultural Similarities by 

Interacting Partners
I “Long-term relationship and willingness to contribute in 

mutually improving the business process”
3 Knowledge of Interacting Partners’ 

Needs
J “Factors such as one’s reputation, performance satisfaction, 

trust, mutual goals, interdependence, and lasting commitment.”
2 Trust

A “On time … Response and Services” 1 Customer Happiness

Table 5
Summary of responses w.r.t. the proposed model
The aspect of Proposed Model - 
RTTC

Mention of Dependent Variable 
by the no. of Respondent Experts

Corresponding Propositions (P1, P2, P3, and P4)

Effects of relationship transparency 
on Trust, Performance, Happiness, 
etc.

Trust: 06
Performance/ Happiness: 04
Others/ No response: 01

P1: Relationship transparency in business marketing 
increases customer happiness

Relationship transparency affects 
trust-building

Yes: 11
No: 01

P1: Relationship transparency in business marketing 
increases customer happiness

Trust affects transparency Yes: 11
No: 01

P4: Feeling of oneness enhances the level of relation-
ship transparency

Relationship transparency affects 
business generation outcome

Yes: 12
No: 00

P2: Greater the trust and happiness levels of interact-
ing partners, better are mutual business outcomes

Relationship transparency affects 
customer happiness

Yes: 11
No: 01

P1: Relationship transparency in business marketing 
increases customer happiness

Customer happiness affects seller ’s 
performance

Yes: 12
No: 00

P3: Greater the business outcome, stronger is the 
feeling of oneness
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